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Abstract

Issues relating to the accused being held pre-trial have raised important issues pertaining to
equity in the criminal justice system. While researchers are deeply interested in exploring these
issues, they are often hampered by a lack of micro-level data on individuals that are detained in
jails, as there are thousands of jails with separate management systems throughout the United
States. In this work, we outline an ongoing research effort that is creating daily, micro-level
data on individuals that are detained pre-trial, as well as a number of other details about these
individuals. We also briefly outline future research plans to utilize this information to explore
the impact of pre-trial detention on criminal case outcomes in future research.

∗For questions or comments please contact Steven Bach at stephen_bach@brown.edu, Gregory DeAngelo
at gregory.deangelo@gmail.com, Jeffrey Borowitz at jborowitz@gmail.comor Esteban Safranchik at esteban_

safranchik@brown.edu. This work was support by the Computational Justice Lab at Claremont Graduate Uni-
versity.
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1 Introduction

While there are roughly 750,000 people in county jails around the United States at any given time,

this population is quite difficult to study. People typically spend a short time in county jail, before

either being released or charged and potentially tried for a crime. The Bureau of Justice Statistics

does a Census of Jails to identify the aggregate size and characteristics of this population. But

this does relatively little to document trends that drive ebbs and flows in the population, as their

census is merely a snapshot cross-section of jail populations.

Even though jail is a temporary part of the criminal justice system, spending time in jail, even

for a short time period, can have a large effects on people’s lives and other justice-related outcomes.

When people are in jail they are unable to visit or care for family members and are unable to work.

Because of these hardships, it’s also possible that inmates may choose to plead guilty at a higher

rate in order to avoid these problems. This would make them more likely to accumulate criminal

records, pay fines, and receive parole, each of which can adversely affect their futures.1

Despite the high stakes for the lives of inmates there is a large degree of administrative freedom

in how jails are managed. The United States Constitution guarantees the right to a “speedy” trial

but this still leaves a lot of room for a variety of factors to speed or slow the process. Time to receive

court-appointed lawyers, issues related to bond and court schedules can vary widely. Because the

nature of criminal justice is that guilt is determined by trial, people who are potentially dangerous

to the public and a flight risk are mixed with those who will be found innocent in a future trial,

or have charges dropped without a trial. As such, the administrative choices affect both the guilty

and the innocent alike.

While there are a range of important questions related to inmates serving in jails and pretrial

detention choices2, the lack of appropriate data make most issues difficult to study. There is a

relative lack of understanding of the dynamics of flows into and out of jails and their drivers. And

1See [2] and [4] for examples of recent research on how pre-trial detention has been shown to impact individuals
accused of criminal activity in the outcome of the criminal trial, as well as future labor market outcomes. [1] utilizes
a similar research design to the impact of incarceration on legal labor market participation.

2While we do not present an exhaustive list of issues here, such issues would naturally include the length of
pretrial detention on the likelihood that an individual accepts a plea bargain, the size of the plea discount, and even
the willingness to accept a plea deal.
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it is difficult to link individuals’ experiences in jail to their later experiences in the criminal justice

system.

We introduce a new approach to data collection and a data set that will be able to shed light on

these and other related issues. Our data set uses a daily crawl of the names of people held in local

jails in hundreds of counties across the United States. We use a natural language processing based

approach to identify these names and other information related to each inmates and arrests from

the hundreds of different jail sites. This information will allow us to shed new light on an array of

issues related to pretrial decisions and their effects on a range of later criminal justice outcomes.

2 Unique Datasets

Jail roster data presents a new piece of information that can be combined with a range of other

types of data to identify and answer new questions about the functioning of criminal justice systems

at the county level. In most counties, there are 10’s to 100’s of individuals in jail at a time. So even

when further identifying information is lacking, this name data is often enough to match people

unambiguously to court proceedings including docket information as well as court records.

Jail rosters have two key advantages when compared to typical survey based methods of under-

standing jail populations. First, the high-frequency panel data set of county jail inmates allows for

the identification of factors that drive jail inflows and outflows. We can also measure trends and

changes in the average duration of stay.

Second, our crawl based approach allows the ability to use natural experiments based on jails

or other parts of local criminal justice systems reaching capacity to identify the effects of pretrial

incarceration on a range of outcomes. This is important because pretrial incarceration is often

determined by judges or other law enforcement officials who have substantial discretion over their

choices but might not fully realize the impacts of their decisions.
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3 Crawl-Based Approach

To create novel data sets, we are using a crawl- and natural language extraction-based approach to

identifying the named jail population for each day across a large segment of the United States.

In this approach, we start by setting up a daily crawl of known jail rosters. Our browser

visits each page once per day, and saves the associated files. Then in a separate process, we use a

generalized NLP approach (detailed in Section 4.2) to extract name, arrest date, age, charges, bail,

sex, and race as available. We chose this approach because of the complexity of creating specific

pattern-based extractors for each of the 600+ jail sites.

4 Jail Crawl

To build this high-frequency jail census, we completed several steps. First, we manually searched

for publicly available jail rosters for each of the roughly 3,100 counties, cities, and other local

municipalities. From this list we identified 1,023 counties with openly available jail rosters. Then

we started the process of building web crawlers for each of these pages. Our crawlers have been

collecting daily data for over 600 of these counties. See Figure 1 for a visual description of the roll

out of jail crawls over time. Because these rosters are in a very large range of file formats as well as

layouts, we are using WISER, data extraction technology built to find specific types of information

from text.

The coverage of the counties with available jail roster data is still increasing. But we will never

fully reach all of these counties because counties will change their jail websites and websites may

include anti-scraping measures. Anti-scraping measures sometimes include CAPTCHAs, serving

alternate pages to web-based IP addresses and other methods. While it is likely possible to circum-

vent these policies with technical means, it is challenging and we do not anticipate completing every

single county. Furthermore, while county jail pages anecdotally appear quite stable and similar over

time, there will always be at least some change. Most are crawled well each day, and many do not

appear to be built with the most cutting edge web technologies. In general, it appears that the

largest counties tend to have more sophisticated systems for access to jail roster information that
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Figure 1: Sites crawled by date
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are more likely to be custom-created, include a captcha, or be searchable and not browsable.

4.1 Crawl Data

Each day, the jail crawl system runs through the list of 600+ active crawlers. The crawlers run from

an Amazon Web Services server in the cloud using the Selenium automated browser. Each crawler

has been customized and verified to work on the specific jail site. The crawler technology identifies

how many pages of names exist and visit and stores each of these pages for later extraction. For a

visual representation of the county jail rosters that are being crawled, see Figure fig:map. A county

is counted as “crawled (blue) if an attempt is made to crawl a county. Occasionally individual

scrapers, sites, connection issues, or other issues result in an intermittent failure to collect data

from some of these counties.

4.1.1 Initial Extraction Estimates

While we work on the broader extraction approach, we have completed a manual sampling based

approach to extractions as well to target the size of our target population. We drew a random

sample of counties for June 30th, 2020. Then we counted the number of inmates present in these

jails. Based on this approach we estimate that our 659 counties had 82, 000±7, 000 inmates on this

day. This day corresponds to the sample day for the BJS Census of Jails.

4.2 Extraction

Our approach to extracting information from web pages is based on weakly supervised machine

learning. Traditional machine learning can create programs for automatic information extraction,

but requires large human-annotated datasets for training. In contrast, weakly supervised machine

learning takes unlabeled training data and user-written rules as the only inputs. The development

cost is thus greatly reduced. We use our recently introduced system WISER (Weak and Indirect

Supervision for Entity Recognition) to create a model for tagging sequences of text [3].

First, we preprocess the Web pages by removing boilerplate text, menus, etc. and the remaining

HTML tags. The result is snippets of plain text that might correspond to a record of a prisoner
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Figure 2: Counties crawled as of September 2020
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and contain information such as their name, charge, and bond amount. We then write rules in

WISER that heuristically separate this text into their corresponding pieces of information. Example

rules include checking whether a word looks like a date, whether that date is recent or not (to

disambiguate birth date and arrest date), and whether a word looks like a part of a criminal charge.

WISER also lets us write rules that describe how words should be linked together in spans. For

example, if a capitalized word like ”Howard” could be interpreted as part of a person’s name, a

county name, or an address, we can indicate that it should be labeled the same as neighboring

words that are also capitalized. If the next word is, e.g., ”County,” then they will be grouped and

labeled consistently.

Once the rules are written, WISER learns a probabilistic model that estimates the accuracies

of the rules without access to ground truth. Finally, the outputs of the rules are weighted by their

estimated accuracies to annotate the unlabeled data. The heuristically annotated data is used to

train a deep neural network, which can then extract the information of interest from new Web pages

as they are collected.

5 Conclusion

Accessing information about individuals who have been detained in the pre-trial stage presents one

of the most important, but less understood aspects of research on the criminal justice system. In

this work, we outline how our current efforts are attempting to identify individuals being detained

pre-trial, as well as the length of time that they are detained, the location that they are detained,

as well information pertaining to the reason for arrest. We are currently working to match these jail

records to the outcomes of criminal cases, which we will utilize in future research. The first step,

however, is to identify and accurately identify individuals being detained pre-trial in jails, which will

provide researchers with numerous opportunities to begin exploring various research opportunities

that pertain to pre-trial detention and its impact on criminal case outcomes.
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